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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA
Alexandria Division
____________________________________
)
AIR LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION,
)
INTERNATIONAL,
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
CIV NO.
)
v.
)
)
COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE
MESA AIRLINES, INC.,
)
AND DECLARATORY RELIEF
)
Defendant. )
)
Summary of Action
1.

The Air Line Pilots Association, International (“ALPA”) brings this action

seeking injunctive, declaratory and other appropriate relief against Mesa Airlines, Inc.
(“Mesa” or the “Company”) for violations of the Railway Labor Act (“RLA”), 45 U.S.C.
§§ 151-188. ALPA is the certified, exclusive collective bargaining representative for the
Mesa pilots. ALPA seeks an order from this Court compelling Mesa, in accordance with its
obligations under the RLA: (1) to cease and desist its repudiation of the parties’ collective
bargaining agreement (“CBA”) by unilaterally implementing bonus programs, because those
programs undermine the bargaining, status quo, and organizational rights of Mesa pilots, and
of ALPA as their exclusive representative; and (2) to bargain in good faith with ALPA over
all issues, including the imposition of bonus programs, which relate to rates of pay, rules, and
working conditions of Mesa pilots.
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Parties
2.

Plaintiff ALPA is an unincorporated labor union with headquarters at

1625 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, and 535 Herndon Parkway,
Herndon, Virginia 20170. ALPA is the exclusive collective bargaining representative of the
Flight Deck Crew Members employed by Mesa, 22 N.M.B. 4 (1994), and Mesa Air Group,
Inc. (“MAG”), 30 N.M.B. 263 (2003), within the meaning of the RLA, 45 U.S.C. §§ 151
Sixth and 181 (“Mesa pilots”). ALPA’s functions as the exclusive collective bargaining
representative of the Mesa pilots are coordinated by a governing body called the Mesa Air
Group Master Executive Council (“MAG MEC”). ALPA brings this action on behalf of itself
and the Mesa pilots it represents.
3.

Defendant Mesa is a wholly owned subsidiary of MAG, which is a holding

company. Both Mesa and MAG are incorporated in the State of Nevada and maintain their
headquarters at 410 North 44th Street, Suite 700, Phoenix, AZ 85008. Mesa is a “common
carrier by air” engaged in the business of providing air services in interstate commerce within
the meaning of the RLA, 45 U.S.C. § 181. Mesa has a major crew base, as well as a
maintenance base, at Washington Dulles International Airport, located in Fairfax and
Loudoun Counties in Virginia.
4.

ALPA and Mesa are parties to a CBA covering the pilots employed in the

service of Mesa.1 The current CBA became effective on December 10, 2008, and it remains
in full force and effect.

1

The current collective bargaining agreement states that it is between ALPA and Mesa, but it
was signed in 2008 on behalf of MAG. Section 1.A.2 of the agreement makes it “binding
upon any successor or merged company or companies in the control of Mesa Airlines or Mesa
Air Group” and provides that “the terms Mesa Airlines and ‘Company’, as used herein, shall
include all airline subsidiaries of Mesa Air Group.”
2
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Jurisdiction and Venue
5.

This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and

1337 because this action arises under the RLA, a federal statute regulating commerce.
6.

Venue is proper in this judicial district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b), (c),

and (d).
Factual Background
7.

In 2010, the CBA between ALPA and Mesa became amendable under

Section 6 of the RLA, 45 U.S.C. § 156. The parties reached a tentative agreement for a new
CBA in July 2015, but it failed ratification in a membership vote. Early in 2016 the parties
re-engaged in negotiations, which are continuing.
8.

Before negotiations commenced in 2016, Mesa unilaterally implemented

several bonus programs in an effort to address issues with pilot recruitment and retention.
The bonus programs that Mesa implemented before negotiations began were primarily
targeted at newly hired pilots who had not yet completed their initial operating experience
(“IOE”), the final step in a pilot’s training.
9.

When ALPA expressed its concerns in January 2016 about Mesa’s unilateral

implementation of the new-hire bonus programs, Mesa agreed to address them in
negotiations. To date, however, the parties have not reached agreement on these issues.
10.

While ostensibly engaging in negotiations, Mesa has repeatedly repudiated the

CBA by unilaterally implementing bonus programs that change the pay and benefits of pilots
who have completed IOE and commenced service as pilots in Mesa’s regular operations.
None of these programs is in accordance with a negotiated agreement. For example:

3
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a.

Last fall Mesa began offering “up to $30,000 in incentive compensation

during the first 4 years of employment as a First Officer.” A posting on the
Company’s public web site provided a schedule for the incentive payments:


$5,000 paid after the completion of training



$5,000 paid after the completion of first year of employment (unless
offered upgrade)



$5,000 paid after the completion of second year [of] employment (unless
offered upgrade)



$5,000 paid at the completion of third year of employment (unless offered
upgrade)



$10,000 paid at the completion of fourth year of employment (unless
offered upgrade).

A copy of the posting on the Mesa web site from last fall is attached to this Complaint
as Exhibit A.
b.

On October 31, 2016, Mesa Vice President of Flight Operations Kevin

Wilson announced a “Holiday Season Pilot Perfect Attendance Program.” The
program began on November 1, 2016, and was scheduled to continue through
January 2017. In addition to a cash bonus for perfect attendance during the entire time
period, the program offered Mesa pilots the choice of two options for compensation
for perfect attendance in each bid month: a commuter hotel stay bank of five nights
per month or a 125% premium on sick leave buy back (4 hours for Captains and
8 hours for First Officers). A copy of the October 31, 2016 email from Captain
Wilson is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit B.
c.

On November 7, 2016, Mesa Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Jonathan Ornstein announced an “Enhanced Pilot Referral Program.” This program

4
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provided a potential bonus of up to $20,000 to Mesa employees who refer qualified
pilots. The program began on November 1, 2016, and was scheduled to continue
through January 2017. Under the program, an employee referring a qualified pilot
would receive $5,000 when the referred pilot successfully completes IOE and then
another $5,000 on the first, second, and third anniversaries of that pilot’s date of hire,
if the pilot is still at Mesa. A copy of the November 7, 2016 email from Mr. Ornstein
is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit C.
11.

On January 13, 2017, MAG MEC Chairman Captain Andy Hughes wrote to

Mr. Ornstein demanding that Mesa immediately cease and desist from implementing these
three bonus programs and any additional programs that unilaterally change the pay and
benefits of its pilots represented by ALPA until Mesa and ALPA complete negotiation of an
agreement covering any such bonus program. A copy of the January 13, 2017 letter from
Captain Hughes to Mr. Ornstein is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit D.
12.

Mr. Ornstein has not replied to Captain Hughes, and the Company did not end

any bonus programs in response to the letter.
13.

Instead, on February 14, 2017, the Company announced a new augmented

incentive compensation program for First Officers that provides up to $42,100 in bonuses. As
with the earlier program, the Company has unilaterally changed the pay of Mesa pilots who
have completed IOE. A copy of the current posting on the Mesa web site is attached to this
Complaint as Exhibit E.

5
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COUNT I
(VIOLATION OF RLA STATUS QUO OBLIGATIONS)
14.

ALPA realleges and incorporates by reference each and every allegation

contained in Paragraphs 1 through 13 above as if fully set forth herein.
15.

Mesa’s conduct unilaterally changes rates of pay of ALPA-represented Mesa

pilots in a manner nowhere justified by the parties’ collective bargaining agreement.
16.

Mesa is obligated under Section 2 First of the RLA, 45 U.S.C. § 152 First, to

exert every reasonable effort to make and maintain agreements, and under Sections 2 Seventh
and 6, 45 U.S.C. §§ 152 Seventh and 156, to exhaust the RLA’s mandatory bargaining
process before unilaterally changing rates of pay. Mesa neither exerted every reasonable
effort to make and maintain its agreement with ALPA, nor exhausted the mandatory
bargaining process, prior to unilaterally implementing the bonus programs. By its course of
unilateral conduct described above, Mesa has violated the requirements of Section 2 First and
Seventh and Section 6 of the RLA, 45 U.S.C. §§ 152 First and Seventh, 156.
COUNT II
(VIOLATION OF RLA BARGAINING OBLIGATIONS)
17.

ALPA realleges and incorporates by reference each and every allegation

contained in Paragraphs 1 through 16 above as if fully set forth herein.
18.

Mesa is obligated under Section 2 First, Second, Third, Fourth, and Seventh of

the RLA, 45 U.S.C. § 152 First, Second, Third, Fourth, and Seventh, to treat, confer, and
bargain exclusively with ALPA with regard to rates of pay, rules, and working conditions for
all employees in the class or craft of Mesa pilots represented by ALPA and with regard to all
disputes between Mesa and its pilots, as represented by ALPA. Mesa is further obligated
under these statutory provisions to make every reasonable effort to make agreements with

6
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ALPA concerning rates of pay, rules, and working conditions, to maintain such agreements, to
consider expeditiously and settle all disputes between Mesa and its pilots, as represented by
ALPA, and to refrain from treating, conferring, bargaining, or making agreements with
individual pilots with regard to rates of pay, rules, and working conditions or with regard to
disputes related thereto.
19.

Mesa, by its course of conduct described above, has failed and refused to treat,

confer, and bargain exclusively with ALPA, to make every reasonable effort to make and
maintain agreements with ALPA or otherwise to negotiate in good faith with ALPA, and to
make every reasonable effort to consider and settle all disputes with regard to rates of pay,
rules, and working conditions of Mesa pilots for whom ALPA is the exclusive bargaining
representative under the RLA. This conduct is in violation of the obligations imposed on
Mesa by Section 2 First, Second, Third, and Fourth of the RLA, 45 U.S.C. § 152 First,
Second, Third, and Fourth.
20.

Mesa’s course of conduct, as described above, constitutes a failure and refusal

to bargain in good faith with ALPA concerning rates of pay, rules, and working conditions, in
violation of Mesa’s statutory obligations under Section 2 First of the RLA, 45 U.S.C. § 152
First.
21.

Mesa’s unilateral course of conduct in implementing bonus programs to attract

and retain pilots constitutes a violation of its affirmative obligations to institute and exhaust
the RLA’s mandatory collective bargaining processes with ALPA over its decisions, and the
effect of its decisions, pursuant to Section 2 First and Seventh and Section 6 of the RLA,
45 U.S.C. §§ 152 First and Seventh, 156.

7
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COUNT III
(VIOLATION OF RLA ORGANIZATIONAL PROTECTIONS)
22.

ALPA realleges and incorporates by reference each and every allegation

contained in Paragraphs 1 through 21 above as if fully set forth herein.
23.

Mesa is obligated under Section 2 First, Third, and Fourth of the RLA,

45 U.S.C. § 152 First, Third, and Fourth, to refrain from interfering with, undermining,
subverting, or destroying ALPA’s status and effectiveness as the collective bargaining
representative of the Mesa pilots.
24.

By refusing to bargain with ALPA and by unilaterally implementing the bonus

programs for which ALPA-represented pilots are eligible, Mesa has intentionally interfered
with, undermined, and subverted ALPA’s status and effectiveness as the collective bargaining
representative of Mesa pilots and has denied Mesa pilots their legal rights, in violation of
Section 2 First, Third, and Fourth of the RLA, 45 U.S.C. § 152 First, Third, and Fourth.
25.

Mesa’s course of conduct, as described above, is destructive of the

representative standing and legitimate effectiveness of ALPA as the exclusive collective
bargaining representative of Mesa pilots and of the rights of the Mesa pilots to organize and
bargain collectively through their designated representative, without interference, influence,
or coercion by Mesa, in violation of Section 2 First, Third, and Fourth of the RLA, 45 U.S.C.
§ 152 First, Third, and Fourth.
26.

Mesa, by its course of conduct described above, has undertaken to interfere

with, undermine, subvert, and destroy ALPA’s status and effectiveness as the collective
bargaining representative of the Mesa pilots, in violation of Section 2 First, Third, and Fourth
of the RLA, 45 U.S.C. § 152, First, Third, and Fourth.

8
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APPROPRIATENESS OF EQUITABLE RELIEF
27.

By the conduct described above, Mesa has caused, and is continuing to cause,

irreparable injury to ALPA and the Mesa pilots it represents. Mesa will continue to engage in
this unlawful course of conduct unless enjoined.
28.

ALPA has fully complied with all obligations under the CBA and the RLA and

has exhausted all available administrative and contractual remedies.
29.

ALPA has no adequate remedy at law.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, ALPA respectfully requests that this Court issue the following relief:
1.

An order:
(a)

Enjoining, ordering, directing, and requiring Mesa and its directors,

officers, agents, and employees, to recognize and treat exclusively with ALPA as the
collective bargaining representative for Mesa pilots and to make every reasonable good-faith
effort to bargain with, make and maintain agreements, and settle all disputes with ALPA with
respect to the rates of pay, rules, and working conditions of all Mesa pilots, including the
implementation of bonus programs;
(b)

Enjoining, ordering, directing, and requiring Mesa and its directors,

officers, agents, and employees, to refrain from interfering with, undermining, subverting, or
destroying ALPA’s status and effectiveness as the collective bargaining representative of the
Mesa pilots; and
(c)

Enjoining, ordering, directing, and requiring Mesa and its directors,

officers, agents, and employees, to cease and desist from unilaterally implementing, without
reaching prior agreement with ALPA, bonus programs relating to future new-hire or

9
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incumbent Mesa pilots, unless the RLA’s mandatory bargaining and mediation procedures
have been exhausted.
2.

A judgment pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 and 2202 declaring the rights of the

3.

A judgment awarding additional relief, as determined by the Court, including

parties.

monetary relief, as may be appropriate to fully remedy the violations of the RLA by Mesa and
its infringement of the rights of the Mesa pilots, as represented by ALPA.
4.

Such other and further relief as this Court may deem appropriate, including

reasonable attorneys’ fees and the costs ALPA has incurred in bringing this proceeding.

Dated: March 1, 2017

Respectfully submitted,
__/s/_______________________________
Bernard J. DiMuro (VA Bar No. 18784)
M. Jarrad Wright (VA Bar No. 68814)
DIMURO GINSBERG PC
1101 King Street, Suite 610
Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 684-4333
(703) 548-3181 (fax)
Granville C. Warner (VA Bar No. 24957)
Marta Wagner (VA Bar No. 37607)
AIR LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION,
INT’L
535 Herndon Parkway
Herndon, VA 20170
(703) 481-2425
(703) 481-2478 (fax)
Attorneys for Plaintiff Air Line Pilots
Association, Int’l
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WHY PILOTS CHOOSE MESA AIRLINES
At Mesa, Recruiting Is About Pilots Helping Pilots Progress In
Their Careers
Pilots choose Mesa because of the real opportunities that exist for both experienced
pilots and newcomers to the industry. Mesa's training, job security and upgrade times
are second to none. Since our latest expansion began in the Spring of 2013, we have
hired over 800 pilots and upgraded more than 380. A testament to our success and
future opportunities – is the fact that – while our growth is among the fastest in the
industry, our pilot attrition is among the lowest.

Pilot candidates are eligible for up to $30,000 in incentive compensation
during the first 4 years of employment as a First Officer.
•$5,000 paid after the completion of training
•$5,000 paid after the completion of first year of employment (unless
offered upgrade)
•$5,000 paid after the completion second year of employment (unless
offered upgrade)
•$5,000 paid at the completion of third year of employment (unless
offered upgrade)
•$10,000 paid at the completion of fourth year of employment (unless
offered upgrade)
*First Officer Programs are subject to adjustment if the wages in Section 3 of the Collective Bargaining are adjusted.

With pilots at Mesa airlines currently upgrading within 24 months, we offer the
most competitive career progression in the industry. This new pilot recruitment
program combined with our rapid advancement resulting from our expansion of
highly desirable large regional jets ensures that you are making the correct
choice for your future as a Mesa Airlines pilot.
The Pilot Recruitment Program incentives apply only to First Officer
compensation. Having the opportunity to upgrade rapidly to Captain not only
increase your earnings, but provides you with valuable Pilot in Command time.
More Opportunity, Enhanced Compensation, Greater Career Development…Mesa
Airlines provides this all to you.
Average time on reserve for our first officers is ranging between 2-4 months from
the completion of training!
Get paid and earn seniority while you obtain your ATP-CTP Written!
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Unlike our competition, Mesa Airlines does not have 50 seat or less aircraft to
park!
Most Junior Captain By Crew Base:
DFW: September 2015
IAD: September 2015
IAH: November 2014
PHX: April 2013

Most Junior First Officer By Crew Base:
DFW: New Hire Base
IAD: New Hire Base
IAH: New Hire Base
PHX: February 2016

Updated October 2016. Based on current roster post completion of training.
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From: "Wilson, Kevin" <Kevin.Wilson@mesa-air.com>
Date: October 31, 2016 at 16:30:38 MST
To: # Pilots Mesa <#PilotsMesa@mesa-air.com>
Subject: Holiday Season Pilot Perfect Attendance Program
Holiday Season Pilot Perfect Attendance Program
With new aircraft growth on the horizon and our continued efforts to demonstrate to our partners that
Mesa Airlines is carrier of choice, our reliability and performance will be instrumental over the holiday
season. The following program will be in effect for November 2016, December 2016, and January 2017
to all pilots that qualify with perfect attendance on a monthly basis. The goal of these programs is to
allow flexibility for the pilot group and to have the ability to earn additional income during the holiday
season.
There are two options available for those pilots with perfect attendance and the choice will be yours.
Option 1 – Perfect Attendance and Commuter Hotel Nights
• Perfect attendance for each bid period will entitle the individual to 5 commuter hotel nights to
bank and use when needed. This program gives you the opportunity to earn up to 15 commuter
hotels nights in a Mesa Airlines domicile.
• Perfect attendance for all 3 months will be receive and additional incentive:
o Captains - $500 bonus
o First Officer - $300 bonus
Option 2 – Perfect Attendance and Sick Leave Buy Back
• Perfect attendance for each bid period will entitle the individual to sell Sick Leave time back to
the company at a 125% premium.
o Captains – Maximum buy back up to 4 hours per bid period
o First Officers – Maximum buy back up 8 hours per bid period
• Captains have the potential to sell at total of 12 hours and earn 15 hours of pay. First Officers
have the potential to sell at total of 24 hours and earn 30 hours of pay.
• Perfect attendance for all 3 months will be receive and additional incentive:
o Captains - $500 bonus
o First Officer - $300 bonus
Pilots wishing to opt for commuter hotels would be able to utilize these hotels in any domicile if the
available open time provides any advantages over your awarded flying. Pilots will be able to sell back
sick time at a higher rate than accrual rates which will provide additional income.
Perfect attendance and these programs will take effect tomorrow, November 1, 2016. Any carry in trips
for November with unplanned absences will not be included in your qualification for your November
perfect attendance. Anyone with perfect attendance at the end of each month will be contacted by
their respective Regional Chief Pilot.
Regards,
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Kevin

Kevin Wilson
Vice President of Flight Operations
kevin.wilson@mesa-air.com
(O) 602.685.4066 (C) 602.538.5398
Minutes Matter at Mesa - On Time Pays.
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Exhibit C
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From: "Ornstein, Jonathan" <Jonathan.Ornstein@mesa-air.com>
Date: November 7, 2016 at 12:01:23 MST
To: # Mesa Air Group - All <#mesaAirGroupAll@mesa-air.com>
Subject: Enhanced Pilot Referral Program
Dear Fellow Employees,
As I’m sure you know, Mesa has doubled in size over the past three
years and we are currently in discussions with our partners for even
more growth. As a result, we continue to aggressively recruit new
people; including pilots, mechanics, flight attendants, dispatchers and
other support staff.
Right now, primarily as a result of ill-conceived and entirely
unscientific new federal regulations (opposed by everyone from
check airmen to the RAA), the current “supply” of pilots has been
reduced significantly. Those coming out of reputable four-year
degree programs, like many of you did, are now forced to spend tens
of thousands of dollars, fly overseas, haul banners, or flight instruct
to build time to become “qualified.” This limited pool of pilots means
we have to be targeted in our recruitment strategy. While it is our
hope that eventually the regulations are changed and safety, rather
than politics, determines policy, there can be no assurances that we
will see that happen any time soon.
Some regional carriers are struggling to live up to their contractual
obligations with partner airlines, win new business because of high
costs, or figure out what to do with hundreds of 50-seat aircraft
coming off contract over the next few years. Fortunately, Mesa has
been able to successfully navigate through this very difficult
period. Things have been different here. Mesa continues to staff
classes, win business and grow.
Pilots who do their homework understand that Mesa is the regional
airline best positioned to provide short-term AND long-term
opportunities and income.
In 2015, Mesa began an employee pilot referral program, giving us
the opportunity to put money in the pockets of our employees –
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people who have already made a commitment to our company and
who are working here day in and day out to do the best job possible.
In less than one year, more than 350 pilots were referred by Mesa
employees.
We all benefit from qualified pilot referrals, not just with continued
growth and job security, but now, with even more cash money in the
bank!
The pilot referral program and other innovative employee initiatives
have been a huge success. So successful, in fact, that we have chosen
to increase the potential employee referral bonus to $20,000.00 for
Mesa employees who refer qualified pilots.
Here’s how it works:
Effective November 1, 2016, for the months of November and
December 2016 and January 2017, Mesa will pay up to $20,000 for
each of your pilot referrals. Even better, there is still no limit to the
number of pilots you can refer!
$5,000 will be paid, directly to you, after your pilot referral
successfully completes their Initial Operating Experience (IOE).
$5,000 will be paid, directly to you, one year from your referral’s date
of hire.
$5,000 will be paid, directly to you, two years after your referral’s
date of hire.
$5,000 will be paid, directly to you, three years after your referral’s
date of hire.
Total: $20,000!
It’s easy to do! Fill out the online employee referral form and read
the Pilot Referral Program Overview to be on your way to
$20,000.00.
Fill out the referral form and make sure your referral lists you as
“Someone You Know at Mesa.” The Flight Ops Recruiting
Department will take it from there!
We know you know them - friends, acquaintances, flight school
buddies, neighbors or even the pilot you met traveling on vacation
who is ready for a change. The money is yours for the making!
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Thank you for all you do to make Mesa the best in the industry.

Most sincerely,
Jonathan
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Exhibit E
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WHY PILOTS CHOOSE MESA
AIRLINES
At Mesa, Recruiting Is About Pilots Helping Pilots Progress In Their Careers

Pilots choose Mesa because of the real opportunities that exist for both experienced pilots and newcomers to the industry. Mesa's training, job
security and upgrade times are second to none. A testament to our success and future opportunities – is the fact that – while our growth is among the
fastest in the industry, our pilot attrition is among the lowest.

Pilot candidates are eligible for up to $42,100 in incentive compensation during the first 4 years of employment as a
First Officer.
•$22,100 paid after the completion of training if you choose the CRJ Aircraft
•$10,000 paid after the completion of training if you choose the EJet Aircraft
•$5,000 paid after the completion second year of employment
•$5,000 paid at the completion of third year of employment
•$10,000 paid at the completion of fourth year of employment
*Unless eligible for upgrade (Based on Company Seniority and FAA Part 121 requirements)
*First Officer Programs are subject to adjustment if the wages in Section 3 of the Collective Bargaining are adjusted.

With pilots at Mesa Airlines currently upgrading within 24 months, we offer the most competitive career progression in the industry.
This new pilot recruitment program combined with our rapid advancement resulting from our expansion of highly desirable large
regional jets ensures that you are making the correct choice for your future as a Mesa Airlines pilot.
The Pilot Recruitment Program incentives apply only to First Officer compensation. Having the opportunity to upgrade rapidly to
Captain not only increases your earnings, but provides you with valuable Pilot in Command time.
More Opportunity, Enhanced Compensation, Greater Career Development…Mesa Airlines provides this all to you.
Average time on reserve for our first officers is ranging between 24 months from the completion of training!
Get paid and earn seniority while you obtain your ATPCTP Written!
Unlike our competition, Mesa Airlines does not have 50 seat or less aircraft to park!

Most Junior Captain By Crew Base:

Most Junior First Officer By Crew Base:

DFW: April 2015

DFW: New Hire Base

IAD: September 2015

IAD: September 2016

IAH: January 2015

IAH: New Hire Base

PHX: April 2013

PHX: August 2016

Updated February 2017.

